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1Chapter 1 

SAP Cloud Platform: 
Digital Transformation and Innovation

In this chapter, we’ll explore how digitization is changing the business 

world and increasing the demand for Agile innovation. Then, we’ll 

introduce SAP Cloud Platform as the environment capable of meeting 

the needs of modern-day enterprises.

Globally, enterprises in practically all industries are facing unprecedented situation.

Innovation, whether through new technologies or new business models or through

using old technologies in new ways, is emerging at a faster rate than ever before. Cur-

rent industry leaders are being displaced by competition that leverages these innova-

tions to reshape entire industries, wiping away anything that comes in its path. The

only way enterprises can handle assaults from the competition—emerging from not

only in the same industry but also in adjacent industries, from digital upstarts, and

from rapidly diversifying giants—is through continuous reinvention. Enterprises

should innovate not only when major tech or business inventions arise but also even

during apparently calm status quo periods when things seem absolutely fine.

Enterprises need IT platforms to support this continuous transformation and reinven-

tion. In this book, we’ll evaluate how SAP Cloud Platform can help in this journey. But,

first, let’s look more at the digital transformation and how cloud platforms can help.

1.1    Digital Enterprise: What and Why of Digital Transformation

An enterprise leveraging the power of the latest digital technologies to further its

business interest can be called a “digital enterprise.” While digitization of business

processes started decades ago through the adoption of information technologies

focused mainly on recording and automating otherwise manual activities, an inflec-

tion point has now been reached where new business models are emerging by

leveraging digital technologies. Different enterprises are at different stages of this
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continuum, spanning from basic digitization to advanced capabilities. This transfor-

mation is colloquially known as “digital transformation.”

The digital transformation of an enterprise involves the following steps:

1. Defining business objectives

2. Assessing current state of digitization

3. Developing a roadmap from the current state to the target state

While these steps sound like the traditional plans where a target five years ahead is

set and achieved, the volatility in the current business environment often makes

five-year targets obsolete much earlier. The main challenge for enterprises is to strike

the right balance in a future outlook grounded in the present.

In these difficult times, enterprises can go back to basics of good business. Outstand-

ing enterprises focus on three things:

� Knowing clients as individuals

� Partnering with the best

� Empowering employees

In the past, C-suite executives could see the competition coming and counter the

competition with better, cheaper, and more competitive products. Now, the market

is so volatile that the competition is often not even noticed until they’ve already

been uprooted.

For the first time, the entire C-suite recognizes technology as the most impactful

game changer. Realizing that the competition will leverage technology to disrupt

the leading enterprises, executives now proactively plan to leverage technology

themselves to know their clients better, to partner with the best, and to empower

employees. They’ll start redrawing the rules of engagement with their customers,

partners, and employees. Instead of depending entirely on homegrown innova-

tions, external partners can bring about innovation. They also recognize the need

for more decentralized decision-making closer to the customer and action to com-

bat the nimble and agile competitor and leverage the power of partner network. 

Thus, enterprises should focus on developing capabilities to sustain longer-term

activities than functionalities that may need to change faster. Thus, enterprises

should focus on having a digital core in place to support their core, stable business

processes, with capabilities to extend and collaborate as required. The flexibility to

handle the unknown and the ability to handle the speed of change are two capabili-

ties that all enterprises need to embed into their solutions. 
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Digital transformation should add these capabilities to an enterprise. Of course, basic

hygiene factors, like lowering the total cost of ownership of IT to free up resources to

focus on adding differentiating capabilities, will continue to underpin digital trans-

formation. As IT transforms its role from being a way to lower bottom lines to an

enabler of increasing top lines, now IT must play both roles. In other words, changing

fast (developing fast) while running cheap is the new focus.

Digital innovation enables enterprises to reach customers and consumers in a com-

pletely new way, resulting in better customer satisfaction and thus a better business.

Their improved understanding of individual consumers’ needs allows an enterprise

to offer better products and services. Newer digital technologies allow better collabo-

ration with partners and thus the opportunity to develop newer offerings leveraging

the power of many and helping employees feel empowered.

In short, digital transformation is about:

� Increased automation of stable core processes to reduce time-consuming, error-

prone, and costly manual activities to help lower costs, increase efficiency,

improve quality, and free up premium resources for better work

� Introducing quick innovation to enable newer business processes and business

models to develop new markets and increase revenues, which enables enterprises

to develop new markets and increase revenues

1.1.1    What Is Digital Transformation?

Digital transformation is a journey of doing business in a different way, often in

newer domains in newer industries adopting latest digital technologies. This trans-

formation allows enterprises to reevaluate their missions, review their objectives,

redesign their business models, reform their processes, revamp the way they inter-

act with their customers/partners, and reignite the passion of their employees.

These changes are often not incremental, but rather revolutionary. Thus, we’ve seen

enterprises venturing into completely new domains or completely a new set of play-

ers dominating certain industries. Thus, the impact of the transformation is far

reaching both inside and outside an enterprise. 

Thus, an agriculture equipment manufacturer becomes a large IT company; a video

rental company becomes one of the largest producers of movies; an enterprise with

no rooms becomes the largest hotelier company; a company without cars becomes

the largest transportation provider. While different eras of modern human history

have seen several transformation agents, from the discovery of fire to the discovery

of the steam engine and beyond, the current confluence of digital technologies has
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the potential to create similar impact. While still early, a world of untapped potential

is on the horizon.

From predicting what the next potential customer will buy, which will improve busi-

ness revenue, to predicting cancer, which can save lives, the advancement of digital

technologies is happening in different areas. Together, these technologies can impact

so many spheres of life that no enterprise can afford to ignore them. While several of

these technologies—namely, cloud computing, analytics, mobility, social, blockchain,

the Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning, artificial intelligence, virtual reality,

etc.—emerged at different times and individually have the potential for significant

impact, their combined power is what makes the most significant impact. The time is

right in terms of the maturity of these technologies and the readiness of the ecosys-

tem, as we’ll discuss in detail throughout this chapter.

What started as a way to record data and automate repeatable manual activities

resulted in the generation of data, both structured and unstructured, which subse-

quently opened enormous possibilities, starting the evolution from basic digitiza-

tion to advanced digital transformation. The ability to make use of this data to

understand customers, partners, employees, events, trends, etc. has opened up new

horizons for enterprises. More accurate and impactful decisions can be made after

the fact as well as at the moment a transaction is happening, and enterprises can pre-

dict what will happen so that the right decisions can be made. Cheap and easy storage

technology, powerful on-demand computing capacity, and advanced mathematical

techniques allow enterprises to record and store a lot more data than was possible in

the past, analyze and contextualize this data quickly, and support decision-making.

These capabilities, along with seamless connection with people and devices from

other enterprises, customers, partners, etc., form the fundamental technical under-

pinning of digital transformation. Systems and solutions are becoming more intelli-

gent, smarter, and more cognitive—that is, they are becoming more context aware

self-learning. Digital transformation leverages these powers to boost business. While

technology is an enabler, it is not the only lever of this transformation. Technology

must be supported by changes in business processes and employees. Enterprises that

successfully navigate this journey will orchestrate these dimensions in a way to max-

imize the power of transformation.

1.1.2    Path to Digital Transformation

As discussed earlier, digital transformation is not a one-and-done activity. This jour-

ney has several potential paths, depending on enterprise priorities as enterprises
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move from their current state. Different enterprises will follow different paths with

the same objective of transforming business by leveraging digital technologies.

Each company would have its own vision, its own value drivers, its own unique

needs, and of course its own pain points. Use cases should be identified to initiate the

transformation. Unlike in the past when enterprises developed five-year plans, which

may be obsolete before they are implemented, a use case-based approach provides

the ability and flexibility to adopt and adapt to changing business needs. Quick wins

can be prioritized by implementing use cases that provide immediate benefits.

Often, clients must first ensure that their core backbone systems are upgraded to

form a digital core to serve as the foundation for incorporating advanced capabilities

like blockchain, IoT, advanced analytics, etc. subsequently, at the appropriate time.

This incremental approach prevents the need for a big bang implementation, which

requires large investments in capital and human resources and can involve major

disruption.

1.2    The Role of the Cloud in Digital Transformation

As discussed earlier, to support digital transformation, speed, flexibility, high quality,

and low cost are absolute musts. The ability to introduce these qualities is often the

key success factor in a digital transformation project.

The speed to release new features/functions/use cases, the speed to market new

capabilities, and the speed of adoption are essential for success. Traditional models of

long-term planning and execution are no longer relevant in this fast-moving world.

If an enterprise needs to change its business model or reach out to customers, it

needs to do so quickly. To stop fraud, a company must analyze data quickly, before a

transaction happens. Thus, its IT infrastructure must be scalable and on demand.

Instead of developing IT solutions themselves, companies can leverage offerings

from software as a service (SaaS) providers, instead of waiting for systems/software

to be procured, installed, and configured/extended to implement functionalities.

Enterprises can start configuring/extending immediately by leveraging platform as a

service (PaaS) or SaaS from appropriate providers. By not owning the software, com-

panies have the flexibility to change if required. By also not owning the hardware and

instead using SaaS or PaaS services on demand from cloud providers, the total cost of

ownership is lowered and flexibility increased. This cost savings and increased flexi-

bility provide the necessary support for maximizing the value of a digital transfor-

mation.
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The cloud can also help improve quality by providing standardization. In short, the

cloud provides the following benefits:

� Speed

Faster provisioning of hardware software, faster development lifecycle, faster

release

� Flexibility

Ease of change

� Quality

Better predictable quality through standardization

1.2.1    Cloud Variants

As discussed earlier, the cloud comes in different flavors based on the following:

� Infrastructure as a service

In the infrastructure as a service (IaaS) variant, hardware, networks, etc. are con-

sumed from a wide range of possible hosting arrangements, from a private dedi-

cated server in your own data center to a completely shared and public cloud.

� Platform as a service

In the platform as a service (PaaS) variant, software tools, along with the necessary

hardware, are combined and provided as a service to allow you to develop and run

applications quickly without the need to build your own infrastructure, software

stack, etc.

� Software as a service

With software as a service (SaaS), clients can consume applications without worry-

ing about infrastructure. 

Increasingly, enterprises consume variations of each of cloud variant and have mul-

tiple clouds in their portfolio. Thus, most enterprises would have a hybrid multicloud

infrastructure—in other words, a mixture of on-premise systems and private and

public clouds for IaaS, while consuming PaaS and SaaS offerings from multiple appro-

priate service providers.

1.2.2    How Cloud Supports Digital Transformation

As discussed earlier, the core to digital transformation is introducing flexibility, agil-

ity, and speed to the enterprise. The cloud, in all its variants, can help in that mission.

IaaS helps set up the right infrastructure quickly at competitive prices without having
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to wait days for expensive hardware to arrive and without days of effort for setting up

the system. If the hardware is needed only when workloads peak or when test cycles

are conducted, then the enterprise doesn’t need to pay for the unutilized time,

doesn’t need to hoard data center floorspace, and doesn’t need to worry about get-

ting rid of old hardware when new hardware is required. If special compliance needs

do not require using a private dedicated infrastructure in some specific data center,

an enterprise can gain flexibility, speed, and savings by leveraging shared public

clouds from reliable cloud service providers. A server can be implemented only when

required, only for the time required, and then can be discarded when not needed. By

extension, managed services on an infrastructure often bundle up infrastructure-

related services with software management services e.g., managing both the operat-

ing system and the database and, in the case of SAP, a managed SAP Basis layer as

well. In this case, you can use SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud, which relieves some of the

pain in managing these services or through contracted third-party vendors. As a

result, projects will enjoy a fast start.

Enterprises now have the option of leveraging PaaSs to develop an application or an

extension to existing applications or to add certain IT or business capabilities. Expen-

sive software, and the corresponding hardware, won’t need to be procured or config-

ured before the development team can start development. Built-in development

tools, DevOps toolchains, and many other software development lifecycle (SDLC)

tools enhance the speed and quality of development. SAP anticipated this need for

enterprises running SAP and others and thus came up with its PaaS offering: SAP

Cloud Platform, which is one of the most important products in SAP’s portfolio.

While not limited to existing SAP customers, SAP Cloud Platform provides the right

development and integration platform to facilitate the development of extensions to

SAP solutions and to introduce important digital capabilities like the Internet of

Things (IoT), blockchain, mobility, etc. in an easy, fast, and convenient way.

Enterprises can now consume fully functional applications for human resources,

supply chain management, and more over the cloud in days instead of the many

months of preparation, procurements, installation, massive configurations/develop-

ments, and so on, as in the past.

Thus, the cloud is a key enabler of an enterprise’s digital transformation journey by

providing the necessary agility, flexibility, and speed.

In most cases, enterprises will end up with a mixture of all three variants, resulting in

a hybrid multicloud situation with a gradual transition from private dedicated on-

premise systems to public multicloud systems.
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1.2.3    Key Considerations

In this journey, enterprises will need to make some decisions to ensure that the

transformation is right for their organization, at the right pace and in the right direc-

tion. Thus, each journey is different for each organization.

Which applications should stay within a secured dedicated data center and which can

be outsourced to a service provider must be carefully evaluated as part of strategic

decision-making.

The question, “Can I trust my data with somebody else?” is often paramount and a

key deciding factor. Enterprises can evaluate the security policies of cloud service

providers to ensure their data is safe. Technical and organizational measures in place

to comply with regulatory requirements like the General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), etc., can be

evaluated. The different data center locations, points of presence (POPs), and points

of deliveries (PODs), can be evaluated to ensure adequate geographical coverage.

Capabilities like bring your own image, bring your own IP can often play a role in the

decision. Policies around data aggregation (whether data will be used for analytics

along with data from other enterprises even at an aggregate level, policies around

tenant prioritization, level of self service provided, level of automation provided)

play nontrivial roles in this decision-making. High availability and disaster recovery,

along with different service level agreements, are key considerations. 

For PaaSs, enterprises can evaluate the richness of available services and functions in

the platform, from the availability of highly scalable, secure container management

systems to integration services for machine learning, IoT, blockchains, etc., so that

enterprises can adopt these capabilities easily when needed. Lifecycle management ser-

vices should be built in to toolchains for DevOps and other relevant practices that can

be leveraged in a standardized way across the enterprise. The level of automation (ver-

sus manual effort) is also a key differentiator when evaluating cloud service providers.

While an enterprise might want service providers to take care of everything required

to provide those services, most enterprises would want visibility into what is happen-

ing and have a say in the control of these activities. Thus, integrated dashboards and

other monitoring tools are important for feedback and the ability of the service pro-

vider to act quickly on feedback. Similarly, the interoperability between the PaaS and

other platforms, as well as extensibility features so enterprises can adopt/adapt/

extend/develop new features, plays a key role as well.

Application software as a service (SaaS) providers can be evaluated on their security

capabilities, their ability to truly segregate and isolate multiple clients using the same
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system, their upgrade strategies, their extensibility capabilities, and their integration

capabilities. 

Since most enterprises end up with mix of all these functions in their portfolio, cloud

service providers must adhere to a unifying architecture that covers both on-premise

and cloud-based capabilities. Enterprises must also account for different providers

under the same umbrella, which can lead to a unifying architecture that the enter-

prise would follow. 

Enterprises should also assess the long-term potential of their cloud providers to

ensure that these providers would continue to provide services over a long period of

time. It’s often a judgment call between adopting breakthrough innovations a new

entry may provide versus the stability that established providers offer.

An enterprise must undertake a big shift in mindset in terms of adhering to stan-

dards when adopting the cloud in their digital transformation journey. The true

value of the cloud may be realized when an enterprise can consume standard offer-

ings as much as possible, which reduces risk, costs, and time to procure. More custom

requirements start to erode the value. Thus, the optimal balance between custom

versus standard deployments must consider precisely when/where to develop cus-

tom capabilities, how to manage their lifecycles, etc. which is required.

In the context of SAP-centric landscapes, a good practice is to keep the core SAP sys-

tems as standard as possible. Any required customization should be built on a devel-

opment platform (e.g., SAP Cloud Platform) decoupled from the core, which will

reduce impact of upgrading in the future. Serious attempts should be made to con-

vert custom functions into APIs (application programming interfaces) and microser-

vices for more standardized reuse and ease of maintenance along with ability to scale

up. Containerization of custom solutions helps make deployment and scaling up eas-

ier. Custom solutions should be defined, designed, and developed in completely new

ways to maximize the value from the cloud.

Given its unique nature, in the past, an SAP landscape had to be isolated from the

generic trends elsewhere in the IT domain. However, in keeping with the changing

requirements of the customers, SAP has embraced openness, interoperability, and

standardization. In fact, SAP participates in and sponsors several initiatives with other

players. The result is an enormous opportunity for SAP-centric enterprises to lead

this digital transformation journey with a solid core of proven best practices in the

form of SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA, along with the flexibility and openness to integrate

with others, adopt newer technologies. Thus, SAP Cloud Platform today offers ser-

vices like IoT, machine learning, blockchain, etc. contextualized for different industries
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in the way best done by SAP, given its long history and experience of running almost

two-thirds of world’s transactions.

We’ll cover these topics in detail in the subsequent chapters.

1.3    Cloud-Native Applications: The New Paradigm

As discussed earlier, enterprises must look at their application strategies in a differ-

ent light to maximize the value of the cloud. The cloud phenomenon is not just about

moving infrastructure from dedicated, on-premise hardware to a shared infrastruc-

ture on a cloud provider’s data center; it’s about leveraging capabilities made avail-

able by the infrastructure into applications. Many applications have properties that

are particularly suited for the cloud. Cloud-native applications are defined as applica-

tions that are “born” on the cloud; that is, these applications leverage the functional-

ities of the cloud and have characteristics that support the flexibility, agility, and

scale typical of cloud-based solutions.

Thus, migrating and modernizing current systems of record and systems of engage-

ment are opportunities to accelerate connections with customers and opportunities

for improved speed, scale, and cost management.

Three sets of applications are particularly relevant as an enterprise moves to cloud:

� Lift and shift applications

These applications are core stable systems that should move to cloud as is. Typi-

cally, an enterprise might consolidate, standardize, and/or automate their exist-

ing applications as much as possible before moving to the cloud.

� APIfy/containerize applications

These applications are reused often, may need to scale up or scale down often, may

be deployed quickly, etc. These applications can be converted into APIs and micro-

services or bundled in containers. These applications are described as “cloud

enabled.”

� Refactor applications

The advent of the cloud provides the opportunity to rewrite existing applications

in new ways to make them run best on the cloud and leverage the best of capabili-

ties offered by the cloud. These applications are described as “cloud native.”

Thus, cloud-native principles and containerization techniques will continue to be

important in the future even for SAP landscapes.
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1.3.1    What Are Cloud-Native Applications?

As discussed earlier, applications that are designed for cloud, created on cloud-based

platforms, and run on cloud infrastructures are colloquially known as cloud-native

applications.

Cloud-native technology provides the means for organizations to build and run scal-

able applications in public, private, and hybrid clouds. This is done via containers,

microservices, service meshes, immutable infrastructure, and declarative APIs.

As we will discuss throughout this book, this new paradigm forces us to think differ-

ently about how we design our solutions. More ways to decompose applications

beyond the three-tier model (frontend, application layer, and database layer) are

emerging. SAP is now front and center of this movement, thus ensuring that SAP

applications benefit from this new paradigm.

1.3.2    Microservice Architecture

Microservices are architectural styles in which large applications are made up of

smaller components where each component focuses on a certain functionality. Each

microservice normally performs one task, and they communicate with each other

using language-neutral APIs. Microservices don’t need to know anything about the

underlying implementation or architecture of other microservices.

The microservices architectural style is an evolution of service-oriented architecture

(SOA). However, the focus of SOA was technical integration while microservices focus

on integrating business capabilities.

The key design principles of microservices include the following:

� One task

Microservices should focus on doing one job well. This focus allows for easier man-

agement and improved quality.

� Standardized communications

Each microservice should communicate with other microservices through stan-

dard protocols like the REST API or through explicit communication patterns.

� Independence

Each microservice should be able to independently and continuously integrate

and continuously develop so that the overall application can add new features/

updates without impacting the whole application.
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� Individual resiliency, high availability

Disaster recovery clustering can be performed for each microservice instead of using

one common cluster. For the entire application, this difference saves resources.

The benefits of microservices are many and include the following:

� Scalability

Scaling individual microservices as needed is easier than scaling an entire applica-

tion.

� Easier maintenance

Given its granular nature and its focus on a single task microservices are easier to

maintain than a big monolithic application. Upgrading individual microservices

can occur without having to upgrade the entire application. 

Microservices are typically aligned to one business function, and thus, its change

management is easier than for a single monolithic solution.

� Flexibility

Unlike monolithic applications, microservices can be developed using different

technologies, that is, deployed using different frameworks like Docker, Cloud

Foundry, etc. 

Microservices are the key building blocks of modern cloud-native applications. How-

ever, you must define the right granularity to lower the risk of too much granularity,

which would incur high integration and maintenance costs. 

Special attention should be given to the data management of microservices. Micros-

ervices should ensure that the data lifecycle is managed in a safe and secure way,

while complying with regulations (like GDPR, HIPAA, etc.) for different types of data

(e.g., data at rest versus data in motion).

Microservices should be combined with a robust automated delivery system to pro-

vide speed at scale, which is required to make the most impact. DevOps practices like

continuous development and integration should be practiced.

Operating microservices also need special consideration. While not the only option,

automating the deployment of microservices for cloud-native applications is usually

performed by leveraging containers.

Let’s look at the fundamentals of containers next.

1.3.3    Container Architecture

In a traditional model, when applications run on native hardware, a single app typi-

cally doesn’t need the full resources of a single machine. Thus, most organizations
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run multiple apps on a single machine to avoid wasting resources. Thus, virtual

machines (VMs) came into existence.

A VM is a software-based environment that simulates a hardware-based environ-

ment. Applications need an operating system and a set of processor cores to run, and

they can run within a VM without any rearchitecture. VMs provide the isolation

required between apps that share the same physical resource. In this scenario, a soft-

ware component called a hypervisor provides the layer of abstraction where the VM

can work independently of the hardware.

However, VMs have full operating system stacks, which make them relatively large

and inefficient. 

Containers are newer mechanisms that also provide isolation without needing to

duplicate operating systems and system libraries. A container consists of an entire

runtime environment bundled into one package. As shown in Figure 1.1, this package

consists of:

� An application

� All its dependencies, libraries and other binary files

� The configuration files that are needed to run the application

Containers utilize the host’s operating system, which saves space and reduces vul-

nerabilities. Thus, containers are more flexible and more cost effective than VMs. 

To sum up, while VMs virtualize hardware, containers virtualize operating systems.

Figure 1.1  Virtual Machine and Container Package
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A physical server running three virtual machines would have a hypervisor and three

separate operating systems running on top of the hypervisor.

A server running three containerized applications can run a single operating system,

and each container can share the operating system kernel with other containers.

Since containers need less resources than VMs, more containers can run on a physi-

cal machine than VMs. Containers are portable as well. Any platform with a container

engine can run containers.

Containers are easy to manage. Container images are easy to share, download, and

delete. Containers are easy to create and delete, and each container instance is easy

and fast to start and stop.

While container technology is not new, its adoption had been slow because of diffi-

culty of use. This situation changed with the advent of standardization through

Docker, Rocket, Cloud Foundry, the Open Container Initiative, etc.

To further enhance the impact of containers, orchestrating and automatic manage-

ment of multiple containers were required. Thus emerged container management

software like Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, etc. These products help provision, manage,

and scale apps. With this software, you can manage the lifecycle of containerized

apps in a cluster of nodes (which are collections of machines, for example, VMs or

physical machines).

Apps might need other resources to run, such as volumes, networks, etc., to store

data, connect with other apps, etc. Container management software allows you to

manage these requirements as well. 

Kubernetes is an open source container management product started by Google and

subsequently adopted by the CNCF and other industry majors like IBM, Amazon, etc.

SAP has committed to Kubernetes Container Orchestrator as a key component of SAP

Cloud Platform alongside Cloud Foundry-based PaaS. SAP Data Hub, a data manage-

ment and integration application on SAP HANA, was one of the first Kubernetes-

based services.

Container as a service (CaaS) offerings based on Kubernetes are becoming popular

and gaining traction. The industry is closely watching whether Kubernetes-based

CaaS will overtake traditional PaaSs in near future.

1.4    Characteristics of Cloud Platforms and Applications

As discussed earlier, the cloud has brought with it a paradigm shift in the way enter-

prises can redesign their IT to support their digital transformation journey, from new
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ways to meet infrastructure needs to the ability to develop new functionalities

quickly. The cloud in its many forms (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, etc.) can play a key role in these

processes.

As PaaSs, cloud platforms provide enterprises the ability to develop differentiations,

integrate with partners, bridge the physical-digital divide, and interact with custom-

ers in completely new ways. Thus, you must choose the right platform. While enter-

prises don’t normally get locked in to a platform as in the past, having the right

governance in place to continuously evaluate the ever-evolving capabilities of the

various cloud platforms or new providers against the characteristics needed for the

enterprise.

1.4.1    Characteristics of Cloud Platforms

An enterprise’s expectations about a cloud-based PaaS may be numerous, and thus,

evaluation criteria will be multidimensional as well.

The first criterion is the functionalities that the cloud platform offers, which can

range from business functionalities to technical functionalities. Once you determine

the functionalities needed by the enterprise, you would need to evaluate whether the

nonfunctional capabilities of that platform are appropriate. Speed, stability, scalabil-

ity, high availability, disaster recovery, maturity of offerings, privacy, security, data

center footprint, and service level agreements are some aspects that require closer

evaluation. While PaaSs are meant to hide the complexities of the underlying infra-

structure and allow interaction at a higher level of abstraction, thus freeing you up

from operating and maintaining the platform, you should know the architecture of

the platform to ensure your clients are aware of the impact on rest of their landscape.

We recommend having a common unifying architecture in place that covers the

entire landscape, across on-premise, private, and public cloud footprint along with

their impact on the SaaS portfolio. Knowing about the operation model and ensuring

that it meets your needs are also important.

A cloud platform will generally have the following layers:

� Intelligence

� Runtimes

� Development, integration services

� Infrastructure services

� Deployment services

� Security, compliance 
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Security and Compliance

Enterprises must assess the security provided by the cloud provider at each layer,

including data center security; encryption and bring your own key capabilities; vul-

nerability assessments at all levels e.g., network to storage to container, etc.; geofenc-

ing; continuous monitoring; and reporting of controls that support regulatory

compliance needs like GDPR, HIPAA, etc.

Deployment

Be sure to check the different deployment options of the platform: While most PaaSs

offer a public cloud-only deployment model, some offer private cloud deployment

models as well for clients who have special security or privacy needs.

Infrastructure

While you won’t directly deal with the infrastructure of a PaaS, if the PaaS offers mul-

tiple infrastructure options, you can support special needs. For example, to run SAP

HANA-based applications, a PaaS would need specialized infrastructure. Similarly,

workloads from legacy applications may need to run on bare metals or appropriate

hardware.

Runtime

You’ll need to support the appropriate runtimes required for your applications. The

platform should support as many varieties of runtimes as possible to account for

future needs. Thus, the ability to handle new applications along with traditional appli-

cations is important. The ability to develop and run cloud-native applications using a

microservice-based architecture managed by container-aware orchestration tools

integrated to DevOps tools allows faster error-free releases, which is a key capability

needed in a modern-day PaaS. Check the support of open source projects as well.

Development Platform

You’ll need to ensure that the PaaS has the right development environment, support-

ing the right programming languages, with the right tooling for both development

and DevOps powered by right automation and intelligence. The major usage patterns

are development, middleware deployment, and integration.

Intelligence Layer

Modern-day PaaSs are not only expected to facilitate development and integration

but also to provide capabilities to derive maximum value out of the data through
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analytics. Intelligence can be easily introduced by developing capabilities involving

machine learning, artificial intelligence, etc., as available.

1.4.2    Development in SAP Cloud Platform

One major initial driver of PaaS was to provide development environments on the

cloud as enterprises wanted to release functionalities fast, get feedback early, and fail

fast, if required. A development environment on a cloud platform allows developers

to start development quickly without having to wait for the right development envi-

ronment to be ready. Developers could access a variety of environments as new pro-

gramming environments emerged, try them before using them in the long term,

which would have been difficult and costly to determine otherwise. Moreover, plat-

forms should provide development environments integrated with lifecycle manage-

ment tools, DevOps capabilities, etc. Having elaborate toolsets for these different

phases and activities of development lifecycle would be difficult to procure otherwise.

The platform should also offer functionalities as services to expedite development

and improve quality. For example, error handling, auditing, logs, user interface (UI)

frameworks, security, etc. can be offered by the platform, which would save develop-

ers the effort to code these capabilities.

A platform should allow fine-grained control of the IaaS layer so that developers can

deploy their applications on the right platform (bare metal, virtual servers, contain-

ers etc.) as required through infrastructure as code capabilities. You should be able to

choose from a wide range of data centers to handle requirements for low latency and

performance in addition to meeting any requirements from a compliance perspec-

tive.

PaaSs should offer multiple runtimes to allow developers flexibility. A runtime is a set

of resources required to run an application. Runtimes involve buildpacks, which pre-

pare the code to run on the cloud. 

Integration is one of the most usage important patterns. A platform should offer

standard integration protocols and preferably also offer prebuilt patterns for com-

monly used integrations. The ability to create, manage, and run APIs, along with the

ability to connect to other cloud or on-premise setups to access legacy applications or

other apps from partners and clients, is important.

Integration with the physical devices (sensors etc.) through IoT services, or services

like blockchain, mobile, etc. are some of the common needs and expectations from a

PaaS.
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1.4.3    Agility in SAP Cloud Platform

As discussed earlier, a cloud platform provides unprecedented flexibility and speed

in introducing new capabilities to an enterprise. Besides not needing to procure and

set up the software and the hardware, a cloud platform accelerates the software

development lifecycle at different phases through different means:

� Development environment embedded with DevOps toolchains

A robust environment can help accelerate the release and management of soft-

ware. In the past, development and operations teams worked in isolation. With

DevOps, both teams work together collaboratively, resulting in faster and higher-

quality releases. Platforms often have DevOps toolchains to facilitate automation,

collaboration, and continuous feedback across the entire lifecycle. The Continuous

Delivery (CD) toolchain offers an automated pipeline, automated builds, quality

checks, unit tests, deployment, etc., all with minimal human interaction thereby

speeding up the entire process significantly. These toolsets enable collaborative

distributed development, again allowing the flexibility to apply the right skills

independent of location or geography. Web-based IDEs and source control using

GitHub, allows for the faster movement of code from development to production,

with multiple developers collaborating. Test automation, feedback sharing, and

collaborative issue management enable the transparent, fast, and high-quality

movement of codes.

Tools to support Agile development and management practices help achieve

speed in delivery by delivering small, minimum viable products (MVPs), instead of

a large monolithic block of code.

With continuous integration capabilities, source code from different developers

working on the same program in parallel can be merged automatically then built,

tested, and deployed through continuous delivery and continuous testing prac-

tices. Most platforms provide different toolchains to automate as much of these

activities as possible.

� Common services

Typically, developers need to develop functionalities like monitoring, auditing,

logging, security, etc. for their applications. Many platforms provide services to

perform these functions and can be utilized as applications are being developed,

thus reducing the time and effort to deliver while reducing defects as well. Typi-

cally, platforms offer multiple options for these functions and thus a high degree

of flexibility as well. Developers just need to call these services instead of develop-

ing these functions, which increases the speed of development significantly.
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� Prebuilt patterns

Platforms often provide libraries of prebuilt patterns, codes for frequently used

functionalities, interfaces, etc., which reduces time and effort to develop these

functions, thus adding to the agility offered by the platform.

� Analytical and cognitive capabilities 

Not only is developing apps with capabilities like natural language processing,

machine learning, computer vision, etc., easier, but the capabilities offered also

can be used to analyze developers, developments, errors, etc., feedback that

improve delivery.

The interoperability and openness of the platform allow quick integration with other

platforms, and functions will work better, with the agility required in the digital age.

1.5    Hybrid Systems

While a public cloud is the target destination for many, hybrid systems are a reality

and may form the major part of a transformation journey. A hybrid approach

involves a combination of an on-premise hosted environment, a private cloud dedi-

cated to one client though hosted in a service provider’s data center, and a public

cloud where infrastructure is hosted in the service provider’s data center and is

shared by different clients. As you assess your workload, determine what work can be

moved to the cloud, prioritized by impact. Most clients would have a hybrid system

for a considerable time even though the end goal might be a fully cloud-based imple-

mentation.

1.5.1    Multicloud Environments

As discussed earlier, the cloud allows you to consume services from different cloud

platforms as required. As a result, many clients have multiple clouds in their land-

scape. Just as hybrid is a reality, multicloud is also a reality. 

Along with the flexibility to consume services from multiple providers, a multicloud

environment brings with it complexity in governance. You must ensure that your

enterprise can handle the diversity of technologies, architectures, nonfunctional

requirements, operating models, security provisions, etc. You may need to augment

business processes and offer guidance about the tools, like API management and

other broker services, to handle the heterogeneity in technologies. 
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You should have a reference architecture available for your landscape, which should

encompass multicloud and hybrid cloud options.

In a multicloud environment, you would lack a central dashboard to monitor all ser-

vices consumed from different sources. Different service level agreements, different

engagement models, and different operating procedures will have to be managed.

You should communicate to stakeholders how to handle the differences among the

different providers. You’ll need to define standards for data storage across platforms,

as well as for authentication, security, and logging, to maintain transactional integ-

rity across the different platforms.

While some challenges are inherent with multicloud systems, this scenario is becom-

ing more common. 

1.5.2    Multitechnology

Just as a hybrid, multicloud system is a reality, so is the existence of different technol-

ogies on the different cloud environments that your enterprise may adopt.

While this situation presents great opportunity and flexibility, you’ll need to be

equipped to handle multiple technologies. You’ll need the skills to use the technolo-

gies, which may require a workforce transformation or may require leveraging other

service providers. As in a multicloud system, you’ll need strategies for handling het-

erogeneity while maximizing the uniqueness that each individual technology offers.

Thus, customers often conduct pilots to understand the strengths and weaknesses of

the various technologies and recommend usage/nonusage on a larger scale. You

would need to assess the maturity of the technology, along with its future roadmap.

Introducing a new technology without sufficient confidence on its longevity and

future fit to the enterprise’s mission brings more harm than good.

1.6    Summary

The latest technologies can help a company completely transform itself into a client-

centric, employee-friendly, partner-powered enterprise. This digital transformation

journey is powered by the cloud, which provides unprecedented flexibility, agility,

and speed. SAP Cloud Platform, SAP’s SaaS offering, can play an important role in this

journey. SAP Cloud Platform is a key player in this field and plays a central role in dig-

ital transformations, not for only companies currently using SAP, but also for new

SAP customers as well.
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